Miss Van Norden Studies at Oxford

For the entire summer, Miss Linda Van Norden, associate professor of English, will study in England at the noted Oxford and University. Miss Van Norden announced her intention to return to the U.S. early this winter.

The purpose of the trip will be to further her knowledge for her doctor's degree in literature. In addition to study in literature, Miss Van Norden will also take a short course in London. Miss Van Norden has been with the College of Puget Sound for two years and expects to return next fall, after completing her seminars at Oxford.

The College of Puget Sound announced that Dr. Todd will be on a tour of the East starting the first of May, according to Christian Miller, registrar. Plans were made during the past week, and the trip will go to Allston's soon.

The first stop will be in Raymond O. Brown, editor-in-chief of the publication, which will be a one-week tour for the students who are part of the junior class and to the students who will be in the sophomore class next year. The tour will take place on Sunday, April 29, and the students will be given an opportunity to visit the various colleges and to see the different aspects of college life.

At the end of the tour, the students will return to the College of Puget Sound and will be given an opportunity to hear the results of the tour and to hear the students' reactions to their experiences.
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class "B" high school meet scheduled for tomorrow

Carbonado, Eatonville, Kapowsin, Orting. Roy entered in track, field events; Lettermen's Club annual Cinder tourney on local athletic field

When Class "B" high schools of Pierce County were putting forth their track talent on the College of Puget Sound athletic field the day after tomorrow, they will do so along with the Pacific Northwest Conference in the Sportsmen's Club meet which will not only provide them with meets, but also provide them with hard schools.

The high school meet is sponsored by the College Lettermen's Club of the same name.

The high school meet is sponsored by the College Lettermen's Club of the same name.
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The Puget Bound Trail

Celia Grace Scofield, Elverria Larsen and Betty Williams. Those making arrangements have withheld the idea featured in a party and her committee includes Misses Marguerite Giesey, Omicrons made.

CHARLOTTE COOK

Ruth Arwood read "In They were accompanied by Edith Douglas Tilton, Bob Scott, Edward Paul Purdue, Cortland Johnson, Paul Moline, pupils of Ruth Moline. A short business meeting was held later. Places for their semi-formal were discussed at the Delta Alpha Gamma sorority meeting, Wednesday's.

Miss Kathryn Gregg

Weeds John Newell

The wedding of Kathryn Gregg to John Newell was solemnized last Friday in Vancouver, Washington. The couple were happy with the grant of a vacation to Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Colman, by the club is connected. The event was a social feature with Miss Gregg's only a Connecticut Ci Observer in the state. The couple will live in the Northwest Washington for the present. Miss Gregg was a sophomore and member of Kathryn's sorority, while Mr. Newell was a junior and affiliated with Alpha Chi Nu fraternity.
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FREDERICK DEAN DRUG CO.

TWO STORES

1022 Sixth Ave. 2501 No. Pr.
Main 272  Phono 2727

Syrup and Honey

MELLLINGER

Funeral Home

Mail 251 510 Tae Ave.

for novel and delicious creations for parties There is none better than
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California Florists

For Mother on her day

Sunday, May 8th

Your sweetest thought of MOTHER will be expressed by a beautiful bouquet of flowers—a token that will portray your fondest wishes.
PACIFIC BADGERS TO MEET LOGGERS IN CINDER AFFAIR

C.P.S. Favored to Win in Saturday's Encounter; Class "B" High School Clash Placed Also

Tomorrow at 1:30 when the C. P. S. track stars pit their strength against Cinder artists from Pacific University, they will be slight favorites in the dual affair. The events will be a combination of the popular decathlon with the high school meet, sponsored by the C. P. S. Lettermen's Club.

Puget Sound's attempts in the track event, exhibited last Saturday against Ellensburg Normal, is advanced as the big factor in the victory forecast for Logger triumph. The Cinder squad, however, will come in to make the match a real one. Both teams have been affected somewhat by the sloppy track and field, which has prevented running of the hurdle relay, pole vault, high jump and broad jump.

It was all that Jack Killian, former state high school championship pole vault, could do to run in the 23.2, however, so perhaps the work of Jesse Primus had something to do with the marks turned in. Other Pacific track men performed as follows: Thwaite, second in a 56.4 1/2 mile, however, so perhaps the work of Bob White and Turner, winner of a 5:29 mile, and second in a 56.4 1/2 mile.


SEASON OPENS IN PLAY BALL

First Week Uneventful; Easy Wins Chalked Up

Intramural playground ball opened up this week with three games played. In the first the Delta Pi against Alpha Chi and Chi Nu played on fairly even terms, the Omi-

SCHEDULE

Tuesday, April 28—Puget vs. Sigma Chi. 
Wednesday, April 29—Delta Pi vs. Delta Kappa Phi. 
Friday, April 30—Sigma Chi, Epsilon vs. Delta Pi, Omicron.


NORMAL NINE COUNTS WIN OVER C. P. S.

With Leonis holding the Mac-Andrew and White throwers to seven scattered hits and sending nine of them to the basemen via the strike-out route, the Bellingham Normal Vikings dropped the Bellingham Normal Vikings to second place in the standings on the first day of the season.

The Bellingham Normal Vikings won 10 runs to 2 in their game against the Loggers, Wednesday afternoon, in an impressive 3:13 to 3:29 victory over Ellensburg Normal in a dual meet at Ellensburg.

The Loggers were in the first place and taking all three places in the low school meeting, the Maroon victory forecast for Logger triumph was their most over-


VARSITY NETTERS

VICTORY FORECAST FOR LOGGER TEAM AT ELLENSBURG

College of Puget Sound track and field men were richly rewarded for their trek across the mountains last Wednesday when they walked off with an impressive 102% to 281 victory over Ellensburg Normal in a dual meet at Ellensburg.

The Loggers were in the first place and taking all three places in the low school running, the Maroon victory forecast for Logger triumph was their most over-


CINDER SQUAD ANNEXES MEET

Team in Decisive Win at Ellensburg

College of Puget Sound track and field men were richly rewarded for their trek across the mountains last Wednesday when they walked off with an impressive 102% to 281 victory over Ellensburg Normal in a dual meet at Ellensburg.

The Loggers were in the first place and taking all three places in the low school running, the Maroon victory forecast for Logger triumph was their most over-


Handball Meet Nears Finish

With the semi-finals reached in upper bracket and quarter-


WITH THE ROOM OF THE SFzugunder Sound Telephone P&R

WOMEN'S TEAM CONSIDERS TOUR

With the return of sufficient good weather for tennis, games and tournaments are once again in full swing, with interest high because of a contemplated trip of Oregon for the women, mostly valley girls.

The ladder tournament received only one major change this week when Jean Raleigh moved up to number two on the basis of the four runs that she beat. Still the Loggers are in second place in the standings, 6-3, 6-7.

All beginners and doubles first round matches must be played by tomorrow, April 30. Matches played to be played and recorded by the team captains.
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Form Schedule
For Intramural Golf and Tennis

Complete List of Links, Court Arrangements:

Tournaments Arranged: Four Rounds Stated

With intramural link and court fees covering the cost of the week, the complete golf and tennis schedules have been announced by Louis Grant, physical education department.

The golf tournament, which will take place on the Highlands course, is scheduled to start immediately. As soon as the teams have played, the captain of the winning team is to turn in the scores of the matches. Match play with four men teams will prevail. Team captains are: Alpha Chi Nu, Fred Renschier; Delta Mu Kappa Phi, Bill Sherrill; Delta Pi Omicron, Fred Renschier; Sigma Mu Chi, Bob Raleigh; Sigma Zeta Epilson, Jack Smith; and Peter Pugets, Joe Rawlings.

GOLF SCHEDULE AARRANGED

The golf schedule is as follows:

First Round:
Sigma Mu Chi vs. Delta Kappa Phi.
Delta Mu Kappa Phi vs. Alpha Chi Nu.
Peter Pugets vs. Sigma Zeta Epilson.

Second Round:
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Delta Pi Omicron.
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Sigma Mu Chi.
Sigma Mu Chi vs. Alpha Chi Nu.

Third Round:
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Sigma Zeta Epilson.
Delta Mu Kappa Phi vs. Sigma Mu Chi.

Fourth Round:
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Delta Mu Kappa Phi.
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Sigma Zeta Epilson.

SLATE TENNIS MATCHES

To determine the winners, all matches are scheduled to be completed this week with the second round schedule for Monday.

First Round:
Delta Mu Kappa Phi vs. Delta Kappa Phi.
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Sigma Zeta Epilson.

Second Round:
Delta Mu Kappa Phi vs. Delta Kappa Phi.
Sigma Zeta Epilson vs. Peter Pugets.

Third Round:
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Sigma Mu Chi.
Professor John's Club vs. Sigma Zeta Epilson.

Fourth Round:
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Delta Pi Omicron.
Peter Pugets vs. Delta Pi Omicron.

Fifth Round:
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Delta Pi Omicron.
Delta Mu Kappa Phi vs. Sigma Zeta Epilson.

For the Most Unusual Gifts
At the Lowest Prices in Years

“THE COFFEE POT
2102 50, TACOMA

Farce went to New York and was operated on for a kidney ailment.

### BURPEE'S

Confectionery

A good place to EAT OATMEAL till 1:00 a.m.
2901 6th Ave.

### Going Places & Doing Things

And for weeks we have seen BOB MASTERSON scowling for BILL HANSEN reveling in "white orchids" at the Padder-

### —EDYTH HARLOW's dancing for —WALT SHEPARD explaining about leaning up against a wall—ELI-

ZABETH PADFIELD burning up the ozone with remarks about

communion—BRUNHILD WILSELICENOUNS proverb

for her name for people.

### Howel's

Shell Repairing Neatly Done
Carlson's Shoe Shop
Buy your Kids from us
3315 Nth. 26th St.

### Hoyt Doughnut Co.

We Cater to C. P. S. Students
Parties are our Specialty
Min 5566
2146 6th Ave.

### All POPULAR SONGS

Classical Numbers
Metropolitan Song Shop

### DAVE SMITH'S DRUG STORE

Try Our
MOTHER'S DAY CANDY
Free Delivery
Min 0862
Films Developed Free

### SPECIAL

Men's half soles which have rubber heels $1.00
Saturday and Monday, only at
Shu Fix
Across from Sunset Theatre

### STUDIO BALLROOM

Dancing
COLLEGE NIGHT—FRIDAY
Featuring King's Entertainers
10 Pieces

### For the Most Unusual Gifts

At the Lowest Prices in Years

### HANSON'S JEWELRY

257 SOUTH 11TH